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All people linking arms 
from one generation to 
the next throughout 
all time.

What you leave behind... is what is 
woven into the lives of others - Pericles

“Teachers create the future. 
You create a legacy”

CONNECTIONHAKA To Land

To each otherTo ancestors

Performance 

Capabitlity x Behaviour

127 Yrs
70% Win rate

“Exceptional success 
requires exceptional 
circumstances”

“Most successful sporting team on the planet”

Leave 
THE JERSEY

in a better place...

Changing Room enviroment:
 Keeping a blue head - calm
 Dont rise to occasion, fall back on training
 Tell their personal stories

Exception   Immersion
So  more bath to them   Quick and obvious solution.

Battle between 
FEAR and FAITH

Immediate reflection & learning

“Permisson to enter the danger”

“Just because its common sense dosen’t 
mean its common practice”

How can we 
improve? Stab 
me int he belly 
not the back! say 
what needs to be 
said

“When you’re on 
top of your game 

- Change your 
game”

Live these in ALL actions

ALL BLACKS

1. What can you bring to this team?
2. What are you prepared to sacrifice?

Culture
Enviroment

“Leadership doesn’t create followers it creates leaders”
Sweeping the 
sheds Live these 

Values
Never be to
big to do what

needs to be done.

HUMILITY
EXCELLENCE
RESPECT

“Champions do 
extra”

“Better people 
make better 

ALL BLACKS”

Character...
Leadership...
Humanity...
Humility...

DEPENDENCE INDEPENDENCE

What do I get? What can I
    contribute?

Lessons 
from 
Geese

REBOOT

Gave RESPONSIBILITY...
   ...Created LEADERS

Sean 

Fitzpatrick

Excellence = modest 
improvement
consistency
done

“No Dickheads”Signoid 
Curve

VALUES based
VISION led
PURPOSE driven

Good

14 yr old Richie McCann
Write it down - Make it REAL

Mastery
Autonomy
Connected

What would a 
great ALL BLACK do?

GOAL - To play the best 
rugby thats ever been 
played

By - product

World Cup!

“Reach for       
the highest 
cloud &                                                        
you’re 
reach a 
lofty 
mountain”

DRIVE

PINK


